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Abstract 
In this article, two-level compact implicit difference methods of O(k 2 + kh 2 + h 4) using 9-spatial grid points are 
proposed for the numerical solution of the system of two-dimensional nonlinear parabolic equations with variable 
coefficients subject o the Dirichlet boundary conditions, where k > 0 and h > 0 are step lengths in time and space 
directions, respectively. The proposed ifference method for scalar equation is applied for the solution of the heat 
conduction equation in polar coordinates to obtain the two-level unconditionally stable ADI method of O(k 2 + h4). The 
method having two variables also has been successfully applied on two-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes' model 
equations inpolar coordinates. Some numerical examples are presented todemonstrate the accuracy of the implementation. 
Keywords." Difference method; Parabolic equation; ADI method; Polar coordinates; Navier-Stokes' equations 
1. Introduction 
The numerical solution of two-dimensional parabolic equations in Cartesian and polar coordi- 
nates is of great importance in many fields of engineering and sciences. In this paper higher-order 
difference method has been proposed to solve the system of general two-dimensional nonlinear 
parabolic equations. Hirsh [4] and Ciment et al. [2-1 have discussed high-order operator compact 
implicit methods for the numerical solution of linear parabolic equations with variable coefficients. 
Monotone difference schemes for diffusion-convection equation were studied in [12]. Some high- 
order implicit schemes for the two-dimensional cylindrical heat equation were derived in [5]. Jain 
et al. [6, 7-1 have developed ifference methods of O(k 2 + kh 2 + h 4) for the system of nonlinear 
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two-dimensional parabolic equations with constant coefficients and obtained the fourth-order 
convergence r sults. The fourth-order difference method for solving the system of two-dimensional 
nonlinear elliptic equations with variable coefficients using 9-grid points has been studied in [8]. 
Recently, Mohanty  and Jain [9] have proposed two-level implicit difference methods of 
O(k 2 + kh 2 + h +) for the numerical solution of the system of three-dimensional general nonlinear 
parabolic equations. They have also obtained fourth-order convergent results for three-dimen- 
sional unsteady Navier-Stokes' equations. For problems in polar coordinates r = 0, if included in 
the domain requires special care. The solution usually deteriorates in the neighbourhood of this 
singularity. The approach in which r = 0 is dealt with is to write the differential equation as r ~ 0 
and construct a suitable difference quation valid at r = 0. 
In this paper, we have studied the difference method of O(k 2 + kh 2 + h a) for the numerical 
solution of the system of two space nonlinear parabolic equations of the form 
82u . ~2u ~2u 
A(x,y,t)-~x 2 + 2B(x,y,t)  ~--~y + C(x,y,t)  Oy2 
=f(x ,  y,  t, U(1), U (2), . . . . . .  , U (M), 1/(1) 1/(2) u(M),//(1) 1/(2) U(y M), "t"(1), "1t'1(2),... , u}M)),  (1) 
subject to the initial and boundary conditions 
ue)(x,y,O) = u~)(x,y), 0 ~ x ,y  ~ 1, i = I(1)M, (2) 
u(°(O,y,t) = g~)(y,t),u(')(1,y,t) = g~i)(y,t), t >t O, i = I(1)M, (3) 
u(i)(x, O,t) = h(d)(x,t),u(i)(x, 1, t) = h~i)(x,t), t >/0, i = I(1)M, (4) 
which is defined in a region Q = { (x, y, t) [ 0 < x, y < 1, t > 0}. For S = A, B and C we assume the 
coefficients are M x M diagonal matrices 
S(x, y, t) = 
s">(x, y, t) 0 ] 
J S~2)(x, y, t) 0 "'" s(M)(x'y't) M×M 
and u = [u (1), u(2), ..., U(M)] T and f = [ f ( t ) ,  f (2)  . . . .  , f(M)]T are vectors having M components each, 
T being the transpose of vectors. Throughout  he discussion we consider i = I(1)M, M being 
a positive integer. We assume that u ") e C+(O) and A "), B ") and C ") e C2(g2), where C"(O) is the set 
of all functions of (x, y, t) whose partial derivatives up to order m are continuous in the region £2. 
The differential equation (1) is assumed to satisfy the conditions A ") >0,  C ") >0,  
[B")] 2 < A (°- C ") in the region £2. For the derivation of the difference method ofO(k  2 + kh 2 + h'*), 
we follow the ideas proposed in [13, 3, 1] and [8] for general elliptic equations. In this paper we 
consider two cases: case (I) A ") = C "), B ") ~ 0; case (II) B ") = 0 (see [3, 1]). There does not exist 
a two-level difference scheme of O(k 2 + kh 2 + h +) involving 9-spatial grid points for the general 
two-dimensional parabolic equation. The discretization of Eq. (1) at an interior grid point requires 
9M and 5M evaluations of the function f fo r  the cases (I) and (II), respectively. For both the cases 
we use 9-spatial grid points. In the next section we discuss the proposed finite difference methods. 
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The criterion of numerical stability of a linear parabolic equation has been discussed by the Von 
Neumann method. For polar coordinates we refine our procedure in such a way that the solutions 
retain the order and accuracy even in the vicinity of the singularity. A further efinement allows us 
to obtain unconditionally stable alternating directions implicit (ADI) methods which are of 
O(k 2 + h4). Such ADI methods require the solution of only tri-diagonal systems of equations 
parallel to coordinate axes, at each time step, independent of the order of the method. We also 
examined our difference methods over a set of linear and nonlinear parabolic equations including 
two-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes' model equations in polar coordinates and it has been 
verified that the proposed difference methods are of O(h 4) for a fixed mesh ratio parameter 
2 = k/h 2. 
2. The finite difference methods 
For the numerical integration of the system of parabolic equations (1) subject o the initial and 
boundary conditions (2)-(4), consider the two-level implicit high accuracy difference methods 
described in the following. Let h > 0 and k > 0 be the step lengths in space and time coordinates, 
respectively. We replace the region t2 by a set of grid points (x,,ym, tj) denoted by (l, re, j), where 
x~ = lh, l=  O, 1 ... , (N + 1); Ym = mh, m = O, 1, ... , (N + 1); where N is a positive integer with 
(N + 1)h = 1 and t i = j k , j  = 0, 1, 2, .... For J = A, B, C, D, E, G, H, I, a, b, c, d, e, f g the values of the 
exact solution J " ) (x,y,t)  and u(i)(x,y, t) at the grid point (l ,m,j) are denoted by l(1)J and rr(i)J "-" l,m "-' l ,m, 
rr(i)J respectively. Let Ut,m ")j be the approximate solution of '-'t,m, etc. We may write the differential 
equation (1) at the grid point (l ,m,j) as 
2 J 2 J 2 J . ,  0 Ul,,. 0 Ul,,. t9 UZ.m 
A (xz, Ym, t j) ~ + 2B(xt, y,,, t j) OXO------f- + C(xt, Ym, t j) 8y2 
/-T(1)J lr?-(2)j IT(M)J TT(1)J /-T(2)J 1T(M)J 
= f (xz, Ym,  t j, ~ l,m , '-' l,m , "" ,  V l, m , "" xtl, m), V x(l,m), " " ,  "..~ x(l, ra), 
~Jy(l,m),lT(1)J U(2)J-),y(l.m " " ~ wIf(M)Jy(l,m), U(t~l),J)," /'T(2)Jt-J (l,m)~ . "  ~ ~' t(l,m)ItT(M)J ~ 
FI[;'(1)J L"(2)J F(Ly2J T. 
L l l ,m,a  l ,m, . . .  , ] (5) 
Our methods are described as follows: For J = A, B, C, D, E, G, H, I, a, b, c, d, e,f, g and for p and 
q = 0, + 1, let 
fj = tj + Ok (0 = ½; see the Appendix): (6) 
J(ri)s = Or+sj(i)(xt, ym, tj) 
(OXt)r(Oym) s , r,s ---- 0,1,2, (7) 
L"l,m~(i)J = ~' l .  mrr(i)j+O = u~.,l, mtlrT(i)j+ 1 + (1 -- O)ut,..,- (i)j (8) 
•(i)j i r ( i ) j+O (9) l+p ,m+q = t-J l+p,m+q~ 
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¢rr( i ) j+ 1 rr( i ) j  
~( i ) j  [V  l+p 'm+q - t'F l+p 'm+ql  (10) 
~" t( l+p,m+q) : k 
trr( i ) j+O rr ( i ) j+o 
rTtoJ ~t+ 1,m+q -- ~ l -  1,m+~J (11) 
"" x( l ,m+q) (2h) 
( + arr ( i ) J  +o Arr( i ) J  +0 rr(i)J+O 
J t J  i± l ,m+ q -~- -ttJ l, m+ q -~- v iT_ l ,m+ql  ~( i ) j  
x(i_+ 1, m + q) = (2h) (12) 
t r r ( i ) j+o  rr( i) j+O 
~( i ) j  _ U'../ l+p,m+ l - -  V l+p, ra- l )  
"/ y(l + p,m) - -  (2h) (13) 
n( i )  j (-I -a r r ( i ) j+O Arr( i ) J  +0 tr( i ) j+O 
-'t-Jl+p,m+_l ~ "vt..Ji+p, m -~- t..ll+p,mT_l ) 
V y(l+p,m+_l) : (2h) 
(14) 
t r r ( i ) j+o  ,~rr( i) j+o l.T(i)j+O 
~( i ) j  [t'J l+ l 'm+q - -  "r"~' l 'm+q "~- V i -  l 'm+q]  (15) 
~'Jxx(l,m+q) = (h 2) , 
t r r ( i ) j+o  ,3rr( i ) j+o rr(1)j+o 
n( i ) j  ~,t'/ i+p,m+ l - -  /"f" l+p,m + t'J l+p, ra -1 )  
s../ yy(l + p, ra) = (h 2) ' (16) 
[ lT(i) j+O rT(i)j+O rT(i)j+O rT(i)j+O 
~( i ) j  ~Vl+l ,m+l  - -  t J i+ l ,m-1  - -  ~'-' l - l ,m+l  -'[- ~-/ / -1 ,m- l )  
"xyt l ,  m) = (4h  2)  (17) 
Then the system of differential equations (1) at each grid point ( l ,m,j)  may be discretized as 
rt(1)X2 1 (i) /- (i) .~2 
L[ -U  ( i ) ]  ---- LL, 1 Ux d- -~L2 (2#~6x)(2/zyfy) + ,-~3 ~,y 
(i) 2 L~)j2(2/~x6~) I ( i )x2X21 p(i) j  + L4 dix(2/~rJy) + + z-,6 VxVy _1 Vl,m 
h 2 = _ FD( i )~  (i)j D( i)  r~(i)J p ( i )  r~(i)J o ( i )~, ( i ) J  2 L~tXl I i+ l 'm -~- zx2  a l - l 'm 7t- ax3  a l 'm+l  -~- Jx4  1" I 'm-1  
D( i ) i~, ( i ) j  ff,(i)j ~,(i)j ~,(i)j Q~,(i)j 1 ,-'p(i)j (18) 
-~- Ix  0 l l ' i+ l ,m+l  - -  -r i+ l ,m-1  - -  "t i - l ,m+l  + "t / -1 , ra -1 )  "~ oa  l,m_l -~- ~ l ,m,  
1 where #xU, = 2(U I+ 1/2 + Ul-  1/2) and 6xUt = (Ut+ 1/2.._ U l -  1/2) are  average and central difference 
~OJ 2 2 operators with respect to x-direction, etc., and Tt, m = O(k h + kh 4 + h6). The details of the 
derivation of the methods (18) and the multipliers associated with (18) are given in the Appendix. 
Note that, the difference method (18) is applicable for both the cases: Case (I) A (/) = C (°, B (° ~ 0 
and Case (II) B ") = 0. However, for a fixed mesh ratio parameter 2 = k/h 2 the proposed difference 
method is of O(h 4) in space for both the cases. 
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3. Alternating direction implicit method and stability analysis 
In this section we aim to obtain some unconditionally stable difference schemes for the class of 
two-dimensional singular parabolic equations and ensure that the numerical methods developed 
here retain their order and accuracy everywhere including the region in the vicinity of the 
singularity r = 0. 
Let us consider first the linear parabolic equation of the form 
A(x, y, t)uxx + C(x, y, t)urr = ut + D(x, y, t)u:, + E(x, y, t)uy + G(x, y, t). (19) 
The proposed method (18) for the linear equation (19) requires olution of a system of equations 
with a large bandwidth at each time level. It is also difficult to study the stability of such an 
equation. Therefore, we modify the linear difference quation using the relations of the type 
h 2 - j  
Dl+ l,m = Doo + hDlo +-~- D20 + O(h3), 
h 2 - j  
Dl,m+ l = Doo + hDox + - f  Do2 __ O(h3), etc. 
in such a way that the order of the scheme is unchanged while the resulting difference quations 
require the solution of only tri-diagonal matrices at each time level. This difference scheme for (19) 
is given by 
j+1 ~" ~2 EM1] EM2]uLm = EN,] EN2]u{,. + -~ ENo]u{,m - EG - Er.], (20) 
where 
M1 = 1 + L6c$2x + LT(2#xC$x), M 2 = 1 + T6c~r 2 + TT(2#yc$y), 
N1 = 1 + Lsc$~ + L9(2/t~c~), N2 = 1 + Ts6r 2+ Tg(2#yc$r), 
2 ! No = hAo1(62#ytSr) + hClo(6r#x6x) - h2(D01 + Elo)(/~xfx/ty6r), 
~G = 12Goo + h2(G20 + Go2 - 2L2G1o - 2T2Go1), 
where 
L1 = 6Aoo + ~- A2o + Ao2 
2(Ato) 2 2ColAol 1 
Aoo Coo ] '  
h2 E T1 = 6Coo + -~- C2o -3t- Co2 - 2A,oC,o 2(Col)2] 
Aoo Coo ] '  
2A,o + Doo 2Col + Eoo 
L2 - , T2 = 
2Aoo 2Coo 
DooAlo EooAol DooCxo EooCot 
L3= Aoo + Coo T3= Aoo + Coo 
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h 2 
L4 = -~- [L3 -I- 2Dlo -- 2L2Doo], 
h 2 
T4 = -~- IT3 q- 2Eol - 2T2Eoo] ,  
h 
L5 = ~ [12Doo + h2(D20 q- Do2 - 2L2Dlo - -  2T2Do l ) - l ,  
h 
T5 = ~ [12Eoo + h2(g2o  -']- Eo2 - -  2L2E1o - 2T2Eol)] ,  
L6 = ~2(1 - 2L1 + 2L4), 
L7 = - -~2(hL2 - 2L5), 
L8 = i~2(1 + ,'~L1 - -  2L4), 
L9 = -1-~2(hL2 + 2L5), 
T6 = T~2(1 - 2T1 + 2T4), 
T7 = -1-~2(hT2 - 2T5), 
T8 = 1-t~2(1 + 2T1 - -  ~T4) ,  
T9 = - i~2(hT2 + ).T5). 
The scheme (20) is of O(k  2 q- h4). The additional terms are of high orders and do not affect the 
accuracy of the scheme but enables a factorization of the operators. Using the Von Neumann 
method, the amplification factor ~ can be written as 
2 
= ~1~2 +-~ [2ihAoa(COsflh - 1) sinyh + 2ihClo(COsyh - 1)sinflh 
where 
+ h2(Dol + E lo )  sin flh sin 7h] / (d l  d2), (21) 
nl 1 + 2Ls (cos f lh  - 1) + 2 iL9s in f lh  
~1 - dl - 1 + 2L6(cos f lh  - 1) + 2iL7 sinf lh'  
n2 _ 1 + 2Ts(cos 7h - 1) + 2iT9sinyh 
~2 - d2 1 + 2T6(cos yh - 1) + 2iT7 sinyh " 
For stability we require that I~xl~< 1 and 1~21 ~< 1. The details of the unconditionally stable 
character of a linear scheme of two-dimensional diffusion-convection equation with constant 
coefficients has been studied by authors (see [7]). 
In order to facilitate the computat ion we may write the scheme (20) in a split form as 
E . .  - I  * j+ l  
M2_IU~,m = JR,] ,  (22a) 
[M 1-1 j+ 1 . . j+ 1 (22b) JUl, m ~ Ul, m 
where - *J+ 1 ut,= is any intermediate value and the intermediate boundary conditions required for the 
solution of U~jm +1 are obtained from (22b). Note that, the left-hand side matrices represented by (22) 
are tridiagonal and thus very easily solved and no fictitious points are needed to calculate the 
intermediate boundary conditions. 
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Let us consider now the two-dimensional problem 
u,, + -r u, + -~ Uoo = u, + G(r, O, t). (23) 
For ~ = 1, 2 this equation represents the two-dimensional equation in cylindrical and spherical 
coordinates, respectively. Replacing the variables x, y by r, 0, respectively, and setting A = 1, 
C = 1/r 2, E = O, D = -~/ r  in (20), we get the ADI method in split form as (22), where 
h 
w al = 2ct(2 - e)w 2, 
2r/ 
a2 = 2~(~ - 2 )w 3 - 6~w, 
6 40tW 2 
bl = (~(1  + 2w2), b2 = (rt) 2 , 
M~ = 1 + ~-~2(1 - 62 + 2a~)62 + i~2(~w + 2a2)(2/#6,), 
M2 = 1 + ~2(1 -- 2b~ + 2b2)62, 
N1 = 1 + ~2(1 + 62 - 2al)62 + ~(~w - 2a2)(2#,6,), 
N2 = 1 + ~2(1 + 2bx - -  , '],b2)~ 2,  
(24) 
-2h  (62#r~) ' 
No --- 
~G=12Goo+h 2 G2o+Go2+-Glo  , 
FI 
where it was shown that 1~11 ~< 1 and 1~21 ~ 1 for ~t = 1 and 2. Thus, the ADI method (22) with the 
coefficients listed in (24) for Eq. (23) is unconditionally stable for ~ = 1 and 2. 
Similarily, for the two-space problem 
u,, + - ur + Uzz = ut + G(r, z, t), (25) 
r 
we have the ADI method (22) with A = C = 1, D = - ct/r, E = 0 and the variables x, y are replaced 
by r, z, respectively. The coefficients are given by M2= 1 +~(1-62)62  , No=0,  
N2 = 1 + ~(1 + 62)62 and the other coefficients are given by (24). For ~ = 1, 2, Eq. (25) represents 
two space parabolic equation in cylindrical and spherical symmetry. It has been verified that 
I~11 ~< 1 and 1~21 ~< 1 for all choices of ~. Hence, the ADI method (22) is again unconditionally 
stable for all 0c. 
Now consider the system of nonlinear two space parabolic equations of the form 
v(u,,~ + a(x)ury + eb(x)ux + c(x, y)uy - f ld(x)v r - o~d(x)u - 2c(x, y)v) 
= u, + uu~ +f (x )vur  - g(x)v 2 + H(x ,y ,  t), (26a) 
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V(Vxx + a(x)vyy + c~b(x)Vx + c(x, y)vy + fld(x)u r - e(x, y)v) 
= vt + UVx +f (x )vvr  + 9(x)uv + I(x,  y, t), (26b) 
where ~, fl are constants and Re = v- ~ > 0 is also a constant and represents Reynolds number (see 
[10, 11]). 
Using the same approach, the difference scheme of O(k 2 + h 4) for (26) may be written as 
2v[12(R3 + Q6R4) + Q7R7 + QsRs] = R[u], 
2v[12($3 + Q6S4) + Q7s7 + Q8s8] = R[V],  
(27a) 
(27b) 
where Q1 = h/2v , Q2 = Q1/aoo, Q3 = 1/2vaoo, Q4 = flvdoo, Qs. = o~vhdoo, Q6 = aoo + x-~h2a.2o, 
Q7 = halo, Qs 1 + aoo, Q9 = Qs/aoo, Ro -J -J 2 -~ = = Ul, m, R1 = 2~xfxff~,rn, R2 = 21ayfyut,,,,, R3 = 6x ut,,., 
R4 62 ffJ Rs 4/~x6~,#r6y ff~ 2 -J 23rZktx6x/~J 2 2 -J = t,m, = l,m, R6 = 26x#r6r ut,,,,, R7 = t,m, Ra = 6x3 r Ut,m, and 
similarly replacing a by ~, we can define the terms Sp, p = 0(1)8 and 
P1 = Ro - ~vboo, P2 =fooSo - VCoo, P3 = gooRo + Veoo, P4 = 9ooSo - 2VCoo, 
P5 = R1 - 2~vhblo, P6 =fooS2 - 2vhcol, P7 = gooR2 + 2vheol, 
Ps = gooS2 - 4vhcol, P9 = 2hgloRo + gooR1 + 2vhelo, 
Plo = 2hf loSo + fooS1 - 2vhclo, P l l  = 2h91oSo + gooS1 - 4vhclo, 
01o 
Qsx 
Q12 
Q1, 
Qx6 
P12 = 
P13 = 
P14 = 
P16 = 
Px9 
P*9 
/2o  
= 12P1 + R3 + R4 - ~vh2b20 - Q1P1P5 - Q2P2R2, 
= 12P2 +foo(S3 + $4) + h2f20So + hf~oS1 - vh2(c20 + Co2) - QaPxP~o - Q2P2P6, 
=Ps-2QI (P1)  2, Qxa=P6+ha loP1-2Q2(P2)  2+2Q2(Q4)  2, 
= 12P4 + 9oo($3 + $4) + h2g20So + hgloS1, Q15 = Pl l  + QaQ4R2, 
= Ps + flhdloP1 + QaQ4P6, 
Qso + 2avh2dxo - 2Q1Q5P1, P~2 = Qlo + 2vh2elo - 2hQIP1P3, 
Ql1 - 2Q2QsP2, P~3 = Qxl + 2vh2eol - 2hQ2(PEP3 + QgP4), 
Qx2+Qs,  P~'4=Q12+vheoo,  P15 = Qla + Q5, P*5 = Qla + vheoo, 
RE + Plo -- 2(Q1 + Q2)P1P2, P17 = Q9P2, P18 = QsP1, 
= ~v(12doo + h2d2o) - o~h2dloPx, 
= v(12eoo + hEe2o + h2eo2) - Q1PIP9 - Q2PEP7 - Q2Q4Ps, 
= Q1, - 2vh2(c2o + Co2) - Q1P1Pl l  - Q2P2P8 + Q2Q4PT, 
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P*o = Q14 + 24VCoo, P21 = Q15 - 2Q1P1P4, P*I -- Q15 + 4VhClo, 
P22 = flv(12doo + h2d2o), P23 = Q16 - 2Q2(P2P4 - Q4P3), 
P*a = Q16 q- 4vhcol + 2QaQ4Qs, P24 = P4, P*4 = P24 q- 2VCoo, 
P25 = P4 q- 4QaQ4P2, P~5 = P25 q- 2VCoo, 
P26 = flvdxo - QaQ4QsP1, P27 = Q4Q9, 
SH = 12Hoo + hE(H2o + Ho2) -  2h(Q1HloP1 + QEHoIP2 + QEQJox),  
s I  = 12Ioo + h2(I2o q- Io2) - 2h(QllloP1 + QEIolP2 - Q2Q4Hol ) ,  
P3o = 12 + 62 + 62 -- Q1PI(2#~fx) - Q2PE(21~rfy), Pal = Q2Q4(2#rfr), 
R[u] . j+ l  j . j+ l  j = P30(Ul,m - -  U l ,  m)  - -  Pal(Vt,m - -  V l ,  m)  
2h 
q- -~  [P12R1 q- P13R2 + 2P14R3 + 2P15R4 + ½P16Rs + P17R6 q- P18R7 
"4- P22S2 -Jr P2756 -~- h(2P19Ro - 2P2oSo -- P21S1 - P2352 - 2P24S3 
- 2P25S4 + P26S5 + 2SH)],  
R[v] . j - l -1  j _ , j+ l  j = PaotVl,m - -  l ) l ,m)  "-[- l'31tUl, m - -  U l ,m)  
+ 2-~h2[P~2S~ + P~3S2 + 2P'4S3 + 2P'5S4 + ½P16S5 + P~7S6 + P~8S7 
- P22R2 - P27R6 + h(2e*gSo + 2P~oRo + P~R~ + P~3R2 + 2P*,,R3 
+ 2P*sR4 -- P26Rs q- 2ZI)],  
Let us consider the coupled nonlinear equations 
1 ( + 1 2 cot0 2 2 2cot0 ) 
u.  r2 v 
= ut + uu, + 1 vuo - 1 v2 + H(r, O, t), (28a) 
r r 
1 [ 1 2 COt0 2 cosec 20 "X 
Re ~v" + -~ v°° + - v" + - -~  v° + -~ r2 v ) 
1 1 
= vt + uvr + - vvo + - uv + I(r, O, t), (28b) 
r r 
The above set of equations represents two space unsteady Navier-Stokes' model equations in 
spherical polar coordinates in the r-O plane. Replacing the variables x, y by r, 0, respectively, and 
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setting 
=f l=2,  a=d=l / r  2, b=f=g=l / r ,  c=cot0 / r  2, e=cosec  20/r 2 
in (26), we get the method (27) for solving (28). 
Now consider the two space dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes' model equations in cylin- 
drical polar coordinates in the r-O plane: 
1 (  1 1 2 1 ) 1 lv2 
R---e Urr + -~ UO0 + -r u, -- -~ vo -- ~ u = ut + uu, + -r vuo -- -r + H(r,  0, t), (29a) 
1(  1 1 2 1 ) 1 1 
R---e v,, + -~ Voo + -r v, + ~ Uo - -~ v = vt + uv, + -r VVo + -r uv + I(r, O, t), (29b) 
and replacing the variables x, y by r, 0, respectively, and putting ~ = 1, fl = 2, a = d = e = 1/r 2, 
b =f= 9 = 1/r, c = 0 in (26), we get the method (27) for solving (29). 
Similarly, for the system of two space nonlinear equations, 
( lu )  1 1 - )2  
Ree u,, + -r u, + U~z = ut + uu, + WUz + H(r,  z, t), (30a) 
1( +1 ) 
Ree w,, rW'+Wzz  =wt+uw~+WWz+I ( r , z , t ) ,  (30b) 
we have the method (27) with ~ = 1, fl = 0, a =f= 1, c = e = 9 = 0, b = 1/r, d = 1/r e and the 
variables x, y, v are replaced by r, z, w, respectively. The above set of equations represent wo- 
dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes'  model equations in cylindrical polar coordinates in the r - z  
plane. Note that the methods (22) and (27) are free from the terms 1/(l +_ 1), 1/(m +_ 1), hence very 
easily solved for l ,m = I(1)N in E2. 
If r = 0 is a part of the boundary and the solution at r = 0 is also to be determined then we need 
a difference quation valid at r -- 0. We illustrate the procedure for Eq. (25). As r -o 0 and u, ---, 0, 
Eq. (25) becomes 
(1 + ~)U~r + Uzz = Ut + G(O,z,t) .  (31) 
A suitable O(k 2 + h 4) approximation is
j+ l  k [12G~,m + h (Grro, m --[- Gzzo,m) ] ~ [Su] , (32) = ENd] [N ]u o,m - - j  - J  
where 
M3 = 1 + h i1  - 62(1 + ~)]6~, M4 = 1 + 1A~2(1 - 62)62, 
N3 = 1 + 1A~2[1 + 62(1 + a)]6, 2, N4 = 1 + h(1  + 62)62 .
A split form is 
[M4] Uo,m*J+l =[Su]  , (33a) 
j+ 1 . , j+ 1 (33b) EM3"]Uo,m -= /gO, m , 
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* j+ l  * j+1 
where in (32) we are to use the condition ur -- 0 at r = 0. This implies that u- l , , ,  = Ul,m • Note 
that, Eq. (33b) is same as (22b) valid along lines parallel to the r-axis. The intermediate boundary 
conditions are obtained from (33b). 
In all the above ADI methods, the integration is first carried along the lines parallel to the 0-axis 
or z-axis, then along the r-axis. These methods produce tridiagonal systems for solution along the 
lines parallel to the axes. They are all two-level formulas so that no extra starting values are 
required and all these methods are unconditionally stable so that large step lengths along the 
t-direction may be used. These methods are also of O(k 2 + h4). For a fixed 2, all the above methods 
behave like fourth-order methods. 
4. Computational implementation 
In this section we have compared the numerical solution of two linear and five nonlinear 
problems with exact solutions, both in polar and Cartestian coordinates on the specified region f2. 
If we substitute the approximations (6)-(17) with 0 = ½ into the system of differential equations (1), 
we obtain the system of central difference schemes (CDS) of O(k 2 + h2). We have compared the 
proposed numerical methods with those obtained by using the corresponding CDS. The initial and 
Dirichlet boundary conditions and right-hand side functions may be obtained using the exact 
solutions. The linear equations have been solved using the ADI method whereas the system of 
nonlinear equations have been solved using the Newton-Raphson method. For numerical simpli- 
city, we have restricted ourselves to the values M = 1 and 2. All computations were carried out 
using double-precision arithmetic at the Computer Service Centre, University of Delhi. 
Problem 1. (a) The problem is to solve (23) with the exact solution u = e-tr2cos(rc0). 
(b) The problem is to solve (25) with the exact solution u = e - tcoshrcoshz .  At r = 0, we have 
ur = 0 and all other conditions are provided from the exact solution. 
The average absolute rrors for the Problem 1 (a) and the root mean sqare (RMS) errors for the 
Problem 1 (b) are tabulated in Table 1 at t = 1.0 for ~ = 1, 2 for a fixed 2 = 1.6. 
Problem 2. 
(1 + etcosxsin y)uxx + (1 + etsinxcos y) urr = ut + ~u(ux + u r) + f (x ,y , t )  
with the exact solution u = e- ,  cos x cos y. The maximum absolute rrors at t = 0.5 are tabulated in 
Table 2 for different values of ~ for a fixed 2 = 0.8. 
Problem 3 (Two-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes' model equations in polar coordinates). The 
problem is to solve (28)-(30) with the exact solutions 
(a) u = 2e-tra cosO, v = - 5e-tra sin O, 
(b) u = e-tr3 sin0, v = 4e- t racos0  and 
(c) u = e- ,  r 3 sinh z, w = - 4e-  t r 2 cosh z, respectively. 
The RMS errors are tabulated in Tables 3-5, respectively, at t = 1.0 for various values of Re for 
a fixed 2 = 1.6. 
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Problem 4. 
(1 + et+Xcosy)(Uxx + uyy) + 2(1 + etcosxs iny)uxr  = ut + auV(Ux + Vx + u r + vy) + f (x ,y , t ) ,  
(1 + et+X+y)(Vxx + vyy) + 2(1 + ets inxcos  y)vxr = vt + fluV(Ux + Vx + u r + v r) + g(x,y,t) ,  
with the exact solutions u = e-  t sin x sin y and v = e-  t cos x cos y. The maximum absolute rrors at 
t = 0.5 are tabulated in Table 6 for various values of (a, fl) for a fixed 2 = 0.8. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have derived two-level implicit difference method of O(k 2 + kh 2 + h 4) for 
solving the general two space nonlinear parabolic differential equation (1). The method has been 
successfully applied to the heat equation in polar coordinates in order to obtain the two-level 
unconditionally stable ADI methods of O(k 2 + h4). The method gives accurate result every- 
where including the region in the vicinity of r = 0. A special treatment is required if r = 0 is a 
part of the boundary and the solution is to be determined at r = 0. This is illustrated for 
Eq. (25) in the r-z plane. The solutions remain accurate at all points on r = 0 and the order is 
preserved. From the numerical results we found that the proposed difference methods of 
O(k 2 + kh 2 + h 4) are very near to the accurate one and stable for large parameter values, whereas 
the corresponding CDS are unstable. Therefore, numerical errors for CDS are overflowing for large 
parameter values. 
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Appendix: Derivation of the finite difference methods 
Details of the derivation of the proposed ifference methods (18) are given below. 
Using notations (7), we define the following terms: 
~(i) 
p~i) = ~00 
A(i) ' 
O0 
• D( i )A( i )  .~ p~) =(A(li)o + -1 r, Ol; 
A(i) 
O0 
p( i ) f ' ( i )  
p~) = (C~I +- i  "~lo, 
c(i) 
O0 
h 2 
r ( i )  t~A (i) [a  (i) ,~D(i)A (i) A (i) ,~D(i)A (i) ,-)D(i)A(i) 
= ~.,,-xO0 + -X -  ~,_,...x20 + z-,l 1 Zat l l  + zat02  - -  z.,jt 2 / -110  - -  z,~t 3 eat01] ,  JL.J 1 
z 
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h 2 L~) ,~uti) --(i) ,~D(i) li~(i) ~( i )  oD( i ) l~( i )  oD( i )  l~(i) 
= ,,~,00 + -~- (B20 + ,--1 ,-',1 + t'02 - ,--2 ,-,10 - ,--3 ,-,01 J, 
h 2 L~) g~f,(i) (1) ,.)D(i)l.-,(i) i..(i) oD(i)l.-,(i) oD( i ) f~( i )  
= 'a".-~00 -~--2--(C2o '~ x-,-1 "~"~II + '~02 - -~t  2 ~'~10 - -z" [  3 '~01],  
L(~) = h ~) + onto d- PtJA{~),, " -[- '~D(i)  l~(i) - -  o ( i )A ( i )  - -  ")o( i) l?t( i)  ~ 
L~ ) = h (i)" .~_ ,)rt( i) ~_ D( i ) f , ( i )  ~_z.,, l,)D(i)l~(i) o( i ) f , ( i )  DD(i) Et(i) 
1- ,o - - :   oo,, 
~- 2b"-O0 "~ I"-'001 "~- z".' l JL"O0' m - 
2 '  
R~' = I - hP~ ), R~ ) =1 + hP~ ), n~ )= l -hP~ ), R~ )=1 +hP~ ). 
The system of differential equations (1) in the absence of first derivative terms at the grid point 
(l, m, j ) is discretized by 
h 2 
r r r r  1 -~- rp ( i ) l y ( i ) J  -~ D(i) ly(i) J ,  T± P( i ) l y ( i ) J  ~- P( i ) lT ( i ) J  "-"k~'(i)d -~" LI~'I " /+ l ,m ' '2  l - l ,m " '3  " l ,m+l  "x4- a l ,m-1  
D (i) (l~ (i)j __ l~ (i)j r (i)j l~ (i)j QE," (i)J-1 
"{- "xO ~t /+ l ,m+l  -z /+ l ,m-1  - -  F l - - l ,m+l  "~- * / -1 , ra -  1) "l- o ,  l, mJ  -~- O(h6), 
(A.1) 
where  L[U  ~I)] may be  obta ined  f rom L[U  ( i)]  by rep lac ing  fj by  tj and  U(o  by  U (i). For  p and  
q = 0, _ 1, the  funct iona l  approx imat ions  assoc ia ted  w i th  (18) may be  def ined  as 
l~( i ) j  • - ~(1) j  ~(2) j  , [~ (M)j 
l+p ,m+q =f(O(Xl+p, Ym+q, tj, ~" l+p,m+q,  V l+p,m+q,  "'" l+p ,m+q,  
~.~( 1)j r~ (2)j  ~ (M) j  
x( l+p,ra+q)~ tJ x ( l+p,  ra+q)~. . .~t~ x ( l+p,m+q)~ 
~ (1)j r~ (2)j r~(M) j  
y ( l+p,m+q)~ tJ y ( l+p ,m+q)~. . .~U y( l+p, ra+q)~ 
V t(l+T~(1)jP, m+q) ' f~(2)j ~(M) j  , (A.2) ~./ t(l + p,m+q)~ . . .  ~'-' t(l + p ,m+ q)! 
~( i ) j  • T~(M) j  = J ' (OgX l , 'm, ; "  , J I , y ¢ j  T"T(1)J T~(2)J f=rtl)j ~r(2)J ~r(M) J  
l,m ~-/ l ,m,  t; l ,m~. . . ,  t; l ,m , ~-' x( l ,m),  t-/ x ( l ,m) , ' . . ,  ~-' x(l, rn), 
O(1)j . . . . . .  ~(M) j  ~ (A.3) y(l ,m),  U~2(IJ, m), U~l~l)~m), U(t~l,,Jm), ~(2) j  • ..  ~ Vt ( l , ra )~. . .~  Wt( l ,m)l~ 
O( i ) j  ~( i ) j  - ( i ) j  ~( i ) j  "t ~ ¢~( i ) j  ~( i ) j  
xq,,.) ~xtt,,.) + h[plx(Ft+Lm - + +1) V ~x<t,m-1)~ = 1 l - l ,m l  t/ i2~,t-Yxx(l,m - -  
, ,r~(i) j  ~( i ) j  ,',~2r- ~( i ) j  _ r~( i ) j  _ r~( i ) j  
"q" Pia[t.~ yy(l+ l ,m) - -  t.~ yy(/- 1,m))] --[- Z/'/ I_pi4t~ xxa,,n) + Di5U xy(l,m) -'[- Di6l.J yy(l,m)..], 
~f ( i ) j  ~( i ) j  ,- i~( i ) j  ~( i ) j  "t _ l r~( i ) j  ~( i ) j  
y(/,m) t.; y(/.m ) + h - = Lqi l ( r t ,  m+l ~t l ,m- l ]  At- q i2 [Uxx( l ,m+l )  Wxx( l ,m-1) )  
i~( i ) j  ~( i ) j  "l"l ,"~2 r r~( i ) j  ~( i ) j  _ r~( i ) j  7 
-~- q ia (O  yy(l+ 1,m) - -  ~.~ yy(/-1,m)/d + An Lq i4U xx( l ,m) -{- qist.~ xy(l,m) "~- q i6 t J  yy( l ,m) J ,  
(A.4) 
(h.5) 
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where 0, Pu and qu, J = 1(1)6 are parameters to be determined. Let us denote 
U.) [ O"+ +cg (i)-] 
abc = Oxa OY b Ot c J(,, m.j)' (A.6) 
Of (i) Of( i ) F( i )_  Of (i) F(i) v(i) 
-~ ' -~" - ~-U 7~'  -~"~ = cux~ ( )' 
F(1) Of (i) v(1) Of (1) 
• , ,  - 8u(y~), -~,t  = 8u~,----- 5 , ~ = I(1)M. (A.7) 
By the help of the approximations (6)-(17) and notations (A.6), (A.7), we may write (A.2) as 
y(i)j tr(i)j k h 2 T .  ) _ _ ha k2 t+Lm=,t+X.m+-~[T~i )+2OT(2 i ) ]+-~ + O(+hk + + +kh2+h4) ,  (A.8) 
ff(i)j __ l~(i)j k h 2 T( 0 _ ha k2 ,,m+x - --,.m+l +~[T~ i) +20T(2 ')] +-~ + O(+_-hk + + + kh 2 + h'), (A.9) 
~(i)j E,(i)j k h 2 T~i) _ h3 k2 ~+,..,,,+_1 ="  t+_Lm+_l + ~ [V~i) + 2OV(2i)] - - -~  + O( +_hk + + + kh2 + h4), (A.10) 
Fti)j l~(i)j k h 2 T~i) _ _ ha  k2 t+ l,mT--1 : "  /+l ,m-T-1 + ~ [T~i) + 2OT~ i)] - -~  + O(+hk + + + kh 2 + h'*), (A.11) 
where 
M 
_-- rr(S) ]~(i) 
 oo21 .,, 
s=l  
M 
[TT(S) ij(i) IT(S) ~,(i) IT(S) ~,(i) .~ 
T(20 = F¢t 0 + ~. t'~ ool ,  ~,, + t" 101~r sux "AV t-J O l l l '  suyJ, 
s=l  
M Z(f ~, t Orr(s) ,.:,(i) rr(S) i t ( i )  
= t - - z .v  300~t sux -~- I JO3OZsuy}~ 
s=l  
M 
T (i) ~ /IT(s) c( i )  ,')rr(S) C( i )~  
---~ iv300 l sux  - -  ~-v0301 suyl ,  
s= l  
M 
T~i) ~ trr(S) ~,(i) rr(S) I;,(i) 
~v 3001 sux "Jr- w0301 suy]" 
s= l  
Now using the approximations (11)-(17), (A.8) and (A.9) we may write (A.4) and (A.5) as 
h 2 
f'T(i)j t T(i) j (i) . r(6 o "~ ~(~,m) = ~' x(t,m) + Ok U 10,  -{- -~- + O(k  2 + kh 2 + h4), (A.12) 
h 2 
f r ( i ) j  1-7(i)j (i) Z(7 o v y(l,m ) : t., y( / , . )  "4- OkUol l  + --~ + O(k  2 + kh 2 + h4), (A.13) 
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where 
T(6  i) = (1 + 12priAm)o) rr(i) u(i) ~rr(i) v3oo 4- 12[(p12 + 2piluoo),-, 21o 
(i) ~ rr(i) _(i) , . , ( i )  
4- (Pi3 4- Pi lCoo)~-~120 4- (Pi4 + P i lA lO)U  200 
+ (Pi5 + 2pnB~)o) rr(i) ,-.(i) ,.,(i) ~110 4- (Pi6 4- P i l t~ lO JU  020J ,  
.,~ . . ( i )~ .~( i )  _ ~( i )~ iT ( i )  
T~ i) = (I 4- Izqat~oo)U o3o 4- 12[(q12 + qa.~ooJ~ 21o 
,~ n ( i )  -, r , ( i )  --(i) x.,( i)  
4- (qi3 4- Zqi lDOO)U120 4- (qi4 4- q i ldO1 JU  200 
,~ n(i) ~rr(i) r (i) ~rr (i) 3 4- (q~s + zqano l j~  l~o 4- ( qi6 4- q i lwOl I~  O2OJ. 
Finally, with the help of the approximations (6)-(10), (A.12) and (A.13), from (A.3) we get 
~(i)j K,(i)j k • h 2 T(8i )~,m = • Z,m + ~ [T~ ') + 20T(2 °] + -~- + O(k  2 4- kh 2 4- ha), (A.14) 
where 
M 
= I T (s )  g '(I) T (s )  g,(i) -~ T(s i) ~, ~t 6 *t sux "~ "7  Z suyl" 
s=l  
If we differentiate the system of equations (1) with respect to t at the grid point (l, re,j), we obtain 
a relation of the form 
M M 
rr(s) r,(i)= Eli) /rT(S) ~( i )  rr(s) ~( i )  ~( i )~  • 
- -  E ~002"1 sut 4- E t v'' O01"su 4- ~ lOl ' lsux 4- U(oSl --  r(9 °, (A.15) 1 ~ suy] 
S=I s= l  
where 
Z(9 o A(i)Jrr(i) A(i)j rr(1) ---(i)JrT(i) ~l~(i)j rr(i) [-~(i)j (i) f .( i) j  rr(i) 
= Zal, m~.J 201 q- zTtt(l,m) V 200 "4- 2/Jl,m~.., 111 4- ~'t( l ,m)~J l lO 4- ~.-~l, mU021 4- '.-.t(l,ra) V 020. 
Further, using the approximations (8), (9) and ~") A")J ,,.~(0J z-tO0 = Zal, m 4- Uti, z'lt(l,m) -~- O(k2) ,  etc., we may wr i te  
L[U  (°] = L[U  (°] + 60kh2T(9 ° + O(k2h 2 4- kh 4 4- h6). (A.16) 
Now using the relations (A.8)-(A.11), (A.14)-(A.16) from (18) and (A.1), we obtain the local 
t runcat ion  errors as 
h4 T(#i) 4T(sl) ) + + + "l,m"F'(i)J = 3kh2(20 - -  1)T~ i) -- -~- (T(3° + + O(k2h 2 kh'* h6). (A.17) 
For the difference methods (18) to be of O(k 2 + kh 2 + h4), the coefficients of kh  2 and h 4 in (A.17) 
must be zero, which give the relations 
20 - 1 = O; 1 + 16pilA~)o = O, 
pi4 + p.A~°o = O, 
1 + 16qaC~)o = O, 
--( i )  
qi4 4- qi lAO1 = O, 
,., , - , ( i )  
Pi2 4- zPa~oo ---- O, 
Pi5 4- 2PnB{lOO = O, 
_ ~(i) 
qi2 4- qil/ lOO = 0, 
n(i) 
qis + z, q i lDOl  = O, 
_ ~( i )  
Pi3 + Pil t~OO = O, 
Pi6 4- Pil cii)o = O, 
qi3 4- 2qit u(i),,oo = 0, 
_ ~(i) 
qi6 4- qi l  t-'O1 = 0. 
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We find that for the values 0 = x2, 
-1  
Pn-  16A~)o , 
- -1 
qia - 16C~>o, 
u(1) r, (i) a(i) ou(i) r, (i) 
~u'O0 ~'-~ O0 za lO  -~LPl 0 ~- '10 
P iz -16A~)o ,  P ia=16A~)o,  P ig -16A~)o ,  Pi5 16A~)o, Pi6 16A~)o, 
A(i) o~ (i) A(i) ,)u(i) r" (i) O0 ~aLa O0 "xO I z 'L'O 1 ~-~01 
q12=16C~)o, q ,3 -16C~)o ,  q,4 = 16C~)o, q is -  16Coo-"---------7' q,6---,16C~)o 
the proposed difference methods are of O(k 2 + kh 2 + h 4) and the local truncation errors (A.17) 
-vt i)j O(k2h 2 + kh 4 + h6). reduce to --Z.m = 
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